
CELEBRITIES SHOULD NOT BE ROLE MODELS ESSAY

Celebrities should not be Role Models People say that celebrities should be role models because they are famous or
have good talents. But I disagree with their.

VMA performance, Miley Cyrus has reportedly stated In being fair to celebrities, there are some who appear
to be better role models. The purpose of this essay is to discuss celebrity role models and their influence
positively or negatively on children. At issue was the discretion schools should be allowed to limit messages
that appear to advocate illegal drug use. Though some celebrities can be a negative influence on children,
some can have a positive impact because children will mimic what they see. The essay is always about you.
Often times, celebrities only let the public see their facade which means that we the audience, never get to see
what they really are. On the other side you have the celebrities saying that it is the parents fault that there kids
are doing what they are dong. One bad role model is Micheal Phelps, and a good one is Barrack Obama.
Nowadays, celebrities include a wide range of genres. In addition to being known as a famous actress she has
become as well known for her work for charities, adopting orphans from other countries and being a good
mother who recently posed for a picture breastfeeding Related Documents Essay Young Children 's Role
Models Younger children look up to older kids as role models, so let 's put those older kids in a responsible
position of authority. In these modern times of excessive media coverage and the easy access of the World
Premium Actor, Bobb'e J. You might go somewhere to find an Elvis imitator, or a young pianist trying to be
like Lang Lang. There is not much a parent can do now to prevent there children from doing something bad
except for sitting them down and giving them a stern talk. A lot of athletes are model citizens that you should
really look up to, but there are also some bad apples in the bunch that ruin it for everyone. This probably wont
happen though cause most celebrities actually become more famous and popular for the bad things they do
than the good so why would they stop doing something that will make them more popular. It is human nature
to want to look up to people. The problem we face with having celebrities as role models is that if they start
endorsing issues which are not positive, it can very easily lead our children astray. Sometimes this is a good
thing and other times it is a bad thing and this is why celebrities need to function as a role model to their
audience because of today's celebrity-obsessed society. Certain celebrities that are recent high interest in the
media are celebrities such as Victoria Beckham, Britney Spears, Lindsay Lohan, and Amy Wine house. A role
model is someone who has qualities that another person would like to imitate. But no, people choose to focus
on the stuff that Cyrus does on stage and her penchant for half nakedness. There are good and bad role models
in society. No wonder we always make heroes out of favorite athletes. When fans see something like this
happening they are more likely to drink and do drugs hop in a car and attempt to race which could potentially
cause serious injuries or even death to many innocent people. Throughout the world celebrities are role models
to many people. Their faces enhanced, their curves made prominent, their wrinkles smoothed out and their tan
sprayed are few of the many wonders digital alteration can offer. One of the possible causes is that There is
just something attractive about the thought of being in good physical condition and being talented in sports.


